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Identify as a team. It is very difficult to identify psychologically with a group if you don’t 

regularly engage with the group. You will not develop a strong sense of relatedness even if you 
believe them to be capable and pursuing the same goals. [1] 

 
So, being a programmer or a tester in an outsource IT-company you need to take part in activities, 

which need soft skills. To sell your own product, no matter whether it is a new application, a new idea or 
just a small talk about the tasks completed today and the tasks planned for tomorrow, you need to have at 
least some basic knowledge of marketing.  

As we all know, marketing is the activity, set of institutions, and processes for creating, 
communicating, delivering, and exchanging offerings that have value for customers, clients, partners, and 
society. 

To gain soft skills programmers and testers, for example, can attend internal courses. But if you think 
of the most valuable resource of our life – time, you will probably postpone the attendance these courses 
because you understand that you have not enough time to learn, indeed, basic skills.  

I have found the solution. It lies in the fact that we can save time and nerve cells thanks to the proper 
choice of a method of learning it. And the method is to inject information about this or that helpful soft skill 
in such a way technical specialists will not feel it. I want the helpful tips to be like the 25th frame. For 
example, let this information be printed on tea bags or be left inside biscuits with wishes, carefully provided 
by the company. 

I hope I succeeded to prove that positive answers to the question from the beginning: “Can it mean 
a programmer with helpful knowledge in marketing, which is used in every day working activities?” have a 
place to be. 
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Different IT security vulnerabilities are discovered every day. Security specialists are working to fix them, but ethical hackers are those 
who are responsible for finding problems of systems. For safety of personal data and for keeping services running, this community needs 
to grow; it should also get more attention in media sphere. 

In everyday life, the word «hacker» usually means «someone, who uses bugs or exploits to break 
into computer systems». But not all of them are malicious. They can be divided into two large groups: 
“white-hat” (or ethical hackers) and “black-hat”. Hackers from a first group use their skills to find security 
weaknesses in order to fix them before they can be exploited. Hackers from a second group are engaged 
in taking down networks, stealing data and compromising systems.  

The history of “white hats” is actually just the history of hacking. Even the name “hacker” was not 
always associated with bad things. In early 1960’s, “hacking” meant “different ways to optimize systems 
and machines”. Hackers could be divided into groups only from 1970’s: one of the first ethical hacks was a 
“security evaluation” of Multics operation system, which belonged to the United States Air Force. Hackers’ 
goals were to gather all information that they could, and then to do maximum damage to the system. In 
result, they found “vulnerabilities in hardware security, software security and procedural security”. As 
hackers have become smarter and more persistent, it has become very important for companies to have 
strong defenses against them [1]. 

There are several reasons why just security specialists aren’t enough.  
1. Cybersecurity teams and “white hats” have different knowledge: “white hats” know both about 

attacking and protecting the systems. 
2. Hackers can give you a look from outside. Cybersecurity teams can work for one company for 

years, while “white-hat” hackers are often employed by different businesses to help assess and improve 
security, so they always work with different systems and use different techniques.  

3. Hackers provide more precise testing. If a test is performed inside the company, there is a huge 
risk that information about the attack will leak to the security team members. If you want to test defenses in 
a really stressful situation, you should hire an attacking team from outside. 
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“White-hat” hackers have traditionally provided penetration testing services. They include different 
subtests, such as social engineering tests, where hackers try to get an employee or someone connected 
with the company to reveal sensitive information including passwords, business data, or other user data; 
or web application tests, where different software is used to assess the security vulnerability of web apps 
and software programs. Also, physical penetration tests, network services tests and wireless security tests 
are often performed [2]. 

However, there is one huge problem in testing it is time. While a team of “white-hats” is working with 
one security system for about a week, “black-hats” can gather information and find vulnerabilities for years 
before an attack.  

Although “white-hats” don’t get really much attention in media, they still have their conferences, 
events and famous members of their community. One of the largest events is called Black Hat. It has been 
taking place for 22 years now. It gathers more than 3.5 thousand “white-hats” from more than 20 countries 
annually. It is supported by large IT companies, and it lasts 6 days [3]. 

Today, security and safety of personal data in particular have become very important. With the help 
of “white-hat” hackers, large and small companies can assure that they can recover after a real attack and 
protect user data. In media, we don’t hear about them a lot, but it doesn’t mean that their work is not 
important. If you are interested in the sphere of IT security, you might be interested in becoming a “white-
hat” hacker. 
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